• Lead in environmental compliance!

• Keep up-to-date with new regulations!
• Subscribe today to:

Canadian Environmental
Regulation & Compliance
News

For over 26 years

• Canadian industry’s most trusted provider
of essential environmental compliance
information
• a vital link to all essential guidelines,
standards and documents; and

• a proven source of practical management
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4 The easiest and most cost-effective way to stay up-to-date with
fast-changing environmental regulations, standards, and guidelines!
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4 Informed analysis of how regulatory changes are likely to affect you
4 “Red Flag” reports to warn you of common compliance pitfalls!

4 Expert insights and commentary from leading environmental lawyers and consultants!
4 Guides to environmental management best practices!

4 ‘At-a-click’ access to hundreds of free reports, guidelines, standards, management
strategies, protocols and support documents!
...............................................................

Dear Colleague:

With an unprecedented threat of global climate change looming, with new greenhouse gas reporting
and toxic reduction legislation now taking effect -- and with additional pressures coming from shareholders
and community stakeholders alike -- it is more important than ever that you and your organization are wellprepared to meet the environmental challenges ahead by avoiding costly compliance pitfalls and practising
sound environmental stewardship.

Tragic events like Walkerton, Lac Mégantic, Sunrise Propane, and the Gulf oil spill continually
remind us how quickly disaster can result from a failure to implement environmental protections.
That’s why nearly all environmental spills, leaks and mishaps are investigated. And
why company owners, managers and supervisors are placed under particular scrutiny

(Continued over page.)

– to search out deviations from regulatory compliance and
correct operating procedures.

It’s vital that your organization and its staff be able to withstand such
scrutiny. If non-compliance is discovered, fines can exceed $1-million per day; frontline managers can be fined and, in extreme instances, jailed. In addition, adverse
media coverage can trash hard-won personal and corporate reputations overnight!

No company, individual manager or supervisor can afford to take such risks.
Yet, how can you keep up-to-date?

Essential
information
concisely
explained
and
delivered

New government initiatives are being announced almost daily. Yet many of
the most important new regulations, standards and guidelines are not reported in the
regular news media and are missed by casually-compiled internet-based services.

Fortunately, there’s CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION & COMPLIANCE
NEWS (CERCN). With CERCN’s 26 years dedicated experience in the field, you can
be sure that all vital environmental compliance intelligence is being delivered to your
desk or in-box on a regular basis – reliably, efficiently, and cost-effectively.

..........................................................................
CERCN transforms information into organized intelligence
to help you work smarter and more securely!
.............................................................................

A subscription to CERCN means that you will receive all the information
you need to maintain environmental compliance and ensure continuous improvement.

Each month, CERCN’s experienced editors and legal staff filter, select,
prioritize, organize and explain the new regulations, standards and guidelines you
need to know about. They headline the really important developments, and follow- up
with plain-language assessments of the likely impacts for you and your organization.
The result is that you work smarter, more efficiently and more intelligently.

For example, in just the past few months CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL
REGULATION & COMPLIANCE NEWS has guided its subscribers through:
4 Ontario’s new cap and trade and carbon pricing regulations;
4 new HADD restrictions under the federal Fisheries Act;
4 Ontario’s new Environmental Compliance Approvals and EASR registry; and
4 New ISO 14001 Environmental Management Standard documentation;

In addition, CERCN is the only Canadian environmental compliance service
that systematically covers:
4 new CCME soil and water guidelines;
4 new Environmental Bill of Rights (EBR) postings;
4 new toxic substances assessments under the Chemicals Management Plan;
4 new CSA, ANSI, ISO and TSSA standards and guidelines;
4 new municipal sewer-use and air emissions by-laws; and
4 new ERCB and BC OGC rules, bulletins and guidelines.

What’s more, – through our famous ‘red flag reports’ – CERCN subscribers
are alerted to common compliance pitfalls, their costly consequences, and the
resources that exist for you to proactively manage similar circumstances.
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Let our experts keep you informed without being overwhelmed!
.............................................................................

As a subscriber to CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION & COMPLIANCE
NEWS we make sure that you’re always informed, never overwhelmed. A 16-page monthly
bulletin -- distributed in print and/or electronically -- systematically ensures that you:
• learn of important developments first;
• receive a clear and concise account of their likely impacts; and
• are linked to the sources and resources you need to manage with confidence.

For a busy manager, this convenient time-saving analysis alone is worth the cost of
subscription. But there’s more.

..........................................................................
CERCN is your portal to hundreds of free reports, guidelines, standards,
‘best management practices’, protocols and support documents!
.............................................................................
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With CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION & COMPLIANCE NEWS you can:
4 instantly connect with hundreds of FREE management, professional
development and training resources that can help you manage your day-to-day
operations better;
4 gain FREE access to over 120 LIVE LINKS in every issue to put you just a
mouse-click away from “letter of the law” regulations, standards and guidelines*!
4 gain FREE access to the CERCN Environmental Compliance Electronic Archive
containing over 200 pdf pages of text and over 1400 live links to the most
important recent regulations, standards and guidelines - accessible by regulation,
category, case, company, chemical name, CAS#, or key word.*!

.............................................................................
Manage effectively! Let CERCN free you and your staff from the fulltime task of monitoring and assessing regulatory changes
.............................................................................

These valuable benefits are made available only to subscribers of CANADIAN
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION & COMPLIANCE NEWS. They save you time and money and
increase your effectiveness by freeing your in-house staff from the full-time task of
monitoring changes in regulations, standards and guidelines, and by helping you to manage
your environmental responsibilities strategically -- all for just pennies a day!

Take advantage now of this RISK-FREE opportunity to subscribe. Phone us at
(416)920-0768 or fax the order form to (416)920-0620. Or, if you are still undecided,
email us at publications@templegateinfo.com and request a FREE sample electronic issue
of CERCN. There’s nothing to lose!

.............................................................................
Start benefitting immediately from a complete Canadian environmental
compliance service designed to meet your needs!
.............................................................................

Fax back the completed Order Form on the back of this page today! We’ll start
your subscription immediately and rush you the latest issue, a free executive binder and a
FREE access to “CERCN’s Environmental Compliance Electronic Archive.”
I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber!

Lawrence Earl

Publisher
CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION & COMPLIANCE NEWS
* When you subscribe to the “print plus email edition” option only (see order form overleaf for details).

Act now!
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Keep up-to-date with all Canadian environmental regulations;
Ensure your operations stay in compliance with environmental standards, SOPs and guidelines;
Work smarter and more securely by transforming information flow into strategic intelligence;
Learn how to establish due diligence and protect yourself from manager liability;
Save time, money and increase effectiveness by freeing-up in-house staff from the tedious, full-time
task of monitoring regulatory changes;
Receive timely in-depth Special Reports to give you additional information when you need it;
Link to over 120 “live” regulatory websites, documents and management resources in every issue*
Increase awareness by sharing CERCN with colleagues and taking advantage of our automatic
distribution list service;*
Receive access to the exclusive CERCN Environmental Compliance Searchable Archive.

Sign up today. Look forward to receiving:
4

4 12 monthly information-packed issues of CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION & COMPLIANCE NEWS;
4 Instant “at-a-click” access to hundreds of free reports, guidelines, standards, management strategies,
protocols, verbatim acts and regulations, and vital support documents*;
4 A searchable, annual Environmental Regulation & Compliance pdf Portfolio” of back issues.
4 Corporate-wide electronic distribution of CERCN for just pennies a day! (see order form below)

CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL

REGULATION & COMPLIANCE NEWS
Â

Yes!
4

THE PUBLICATION

OF

SUCCESSFUL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Please sign me up for a one-year subscription to Canadian
Environmental Regulation & Compliance News!
I understand that I will receive my monthly copies of CERCN
delivered both in print editions delivered by Canada Post and
email editions (delivered electronically to my inbox on publication).

Publishers
Guarantee of
Satisfaction

If you are not absolutely
delighted by your subscription
to Canadian Environmental
Regulation & Compliance
News, simply return all
materials to us within 30 days
and we will issue a full
refund.

Mail order form with payment to:

(NB. Once you have subscribed to CERCN, you can add unlimited
additional e-mail users for just $55 per person per year. It’s by far the simplest
way to cost-effectively expand distribution to keep plant managers, supervisors,
legal and engineering departments and all senior management consistently updated
on corporate environmental management responsibilities!).
For more details on how to activate this multi-user option, call us at 416-920-0768.

Telephone order desk:

o Please bill my organization. Purchase Order (#...........................) is attached.
o Please process payment using: o VISA
o MasterCard
o Amex

Templegate Information Services Inc.
131 Bloor St. W., Ste. 200-206,
Toronto, ON, Canada M5S 1R8
(416) 920 0768

Email order desk:

publications@templegateinfo.com

Faxed orders to:
(416) 920 0620

Order online from website:

http://www.templegateinfo.com

o My cheque (payable to: Templegate Information Services Inc.
for $392 plus 5% HST* is enclosed.
#____

____

____

[GST # 130277288])

Risk-free
Subscription
Order

_ _ _ _ Expiry date: _ _/_ _

Signature:.......................................................................................................................................................

Subscriber name:....................................................................... Job Title: ...................................................
Company/ Organization:................................................................................................................................
Street Address: .......................................................................... Town/City:.................................................
Province:.........Postal Code:.................... Phone: (
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: ( ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _
E-mail address:

*NB. CERCN subject to special book rate

